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About Me
• Originally from Gothenburg, Sweden


• Programmer/hacker for 40+ years, sold my first program at age 13


• Broad interests: Software Engineering, (Applied) Machine Learning & Artificial 
Intelligence, SW Testing, Human factors & Psychology, Optimisation & Search, Info. 
theory & Statistics/Math & Visualisation, Methodology in SE


• Master of Computer Science and Engineering 1997, Phd in Software Engineering 2002, 
Full prof since 2013 (both at Chalmers and BTH)


• Co-founded 4 companies, worked as consultant in SE and Applied AI/ML since 1992


• One Korean patent (testing DNNs) granted, one Chinese patent in submission


• co-Editor-in-Chief for Springer’s Journal of Empirical Software Engineering since 2017
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Part 1: Why? 
Part 2: How? 

Part 3: Now what?



Part 1: Why Should I Use 
Bayesian Data Analysis?



When should I not use Bayesian 
data analysis?
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



When Bayesian statistics are  
at a disadvantage
Performance: 
fitting may take a long time 

Effort: 
more modeling work & learning is needed 

Research standards: 
your research area may require frequentist statistics



Ten reasons 
for using Bayesian data analysis



Ten key reasons for using Bayesian data 
analysis
1. Beware of the replication crisis 
2. More and more 

disciplines find practical value 
in Bayesian techniques 

3. Bayesian models are easier 
to understand 

4. Avoid dichotomous (yes/no) 
reasoning 

5. Safeguard against overfitting

6.   Quantitative distributional 
      information 
7.   Flexibility of modeling 
8.   Find fitting problems and test 
      assumptions 
9.   Let's talk practical significance 
10. Plan and connect follow-up 
       studies



#3 
Bayesian models are easier  
to understand
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



Misunderstanding p-values

Haller and Krauss: Misinterpretation of significance, 2002



Misunderstanding confidence intervals

Both researchers and students endorsed, on average, 
more than three [incorrect] statements [out of six], 
indicating a gross misunderstanding of CIs. 



#4 
Avoid dichotomous  
(yes/no) reasoning
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



Yes-or-no scientific questions

Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions 
should not be based only on whether a p-value passes a 
specific threshold.







We are calling for a 
stop to the use of P 
values in the 
conventional, 
dichotomous way 
— to decide 
whether a result 
refutes or supports 
a scientific 
hypothesis.



#5 
Safeguard against overfitting
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



The risk of overfitting



Techniques against overfitting

Regularizing priors: 
Do not learn only from the data, utilise also existing knowledge 

Partial pooling: 
Propagate information across data clusters 

Out-of-sample predictive effectiveness: 
Penalize models that make poor predictions



#6 
Quantitative distributional 
information
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



Outcomes of a statistical analysis
Is language H usually faster than language P?

p-value: 
p = 0.334

Cliff's delta: 
δ = 0.048

H is faster
P is faster



#7 
Flexibility of modeling
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



Frequentist 
statistics: 

What statistical 
model and pre-
canned test 
should you use?



One rule to rule them all

Bayes' 
theorem

model

data

posterior



#9 
Let's talk practical significance
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



Derived distributions

fitted 
model

(new)
 data

outcome 
prediction

conditional 
effects

expected 
utility



#10 
Plan and connect  
follow-up studies
Ten reasons for using Bayesian data analysis



From isolated studies...



To a connected whole



Part 2: How does Bayesian 
Data Analysis work?



prior  ×  likelihood  ∝ posterior
• Prior knowledge 

• Likelihood encodes our assumptions (& 
knowledge/hypothesis/theories) about 
the data generation process 

• Multiplying the two leads to a 
posterior distribution 

• Posterior typically joint (>1 parameter) 
so not only (marginal) distributions of 
multiple individual parameters

Figure from McElreath, 2020



Example SBSE problem: Which algorithm is best?
• Compare performance of 5 different search/optimization algorithms and answer:


• RQ. Which search/optimization algorithm performs best?


• On a set of (5) benchmark problems,


• Of dimensions in range 2 to 300,


• With fixed time controls (1 second + 0.2 second * dimension)


• Some challenges:


• 5*5*300=7500 settings


• Stochastic algorithms => repeated runs


• We could easily be looking at many days of optimisation runs!



The idea: (pair-wise) Sampling + Statistics
• Rather than running all settings:


• Pair-wise comparisons on random problem of random dimension


• Learn a statistical model that can answer our question(s)!



Bigger picture of using BDA in SE
• In addition to motivation and steps of Bayesian inference we need: 
• A Bayesian workflow for SE data 

• Using the output: 
1. Science: SE Chains of evidence, i.e. “My posterior is their prior” (& vice versa) 
2. Engineering: Practical significance of SE results

Workflow posteriorprior Practical 
Significance



Incremental modeling is key

• We build model in steps, incrementally 
• Unlikely: find right model “level” or ”resolution” directly 
• Explore/adapt guided by results and reasoning (Agile) 

• Two main starting points: 
• Simplest thinkable model (then build up = add complexity/realism) 
• Existing/frequentist model (then explore by simplifying or adding)







Model specifications

Normal  
   
  

   

   𝑦𝑖 ~ (𝜇𝑖,  𝜎)
𝜇𝑖 =  𝛼 + 𝛽𝑙  ∙ 𝑥𝑖

 𝛼 ~ Normal(50,10)
𝛽𝑙 ~ LogNormal(−5, 2)

𝜎 ~ Exponential(1)

rethinking (R)

brms (R)

turing (Julia)



Our first model

turing (Julia)



Prior predictive checks

• Generate data from priors only 
• Many graphical checks exists 
• Purpose is to assess suitability of 

priors 
• Often called sensitivity analysis, 

i.e., how sensitive is the model to 
different priors?



Prior Predictive Check



How do we get the posterior?

• Grid approximations 
• Quadratic approximation 
• Sample-Importance-Resample 
• Approximate Bayesian 

Computation 
• … 
• Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

• Metropolis-Hasting 
• Gibbs 
• Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

Stanislaw Ułam (1909–1984)Arianna Rosenbluth (1927–2020)



Sample to get a posterior distribution





Diagnostics

• Many diagnostics exists 

•  
• Effective sample sizes 
• Traceplots 
• Divergences 
• E-BFMI 
• Treedepth 

• Sampler provides ample 
warnings

�̂�

Andrew Gelman,  
Columbia University,  

and many in the  
Stan team



Chains of model (m1) seems to mix well



Using the posterior

• Plot posterior probability distributions  
• Compute stuff 
• Intervals 
• Point estimates 

• Simulate / predict 
• Condition, i.e. fix some inputs/parameters and study difference in 

output



Use posterior to calculate ranks of algs



And summarise ranks per algorithm



Use posterior again: Calc pair-wise win probabilities



Model comparisons

• Traditionally used WAIC/
BIC/DIC etc. 
• An information theoretical 

relative comparison of >1 
models 
• PSIS-LOO is state of art 

• Handles all type of 
likelihoods 

• Compared to WAIC, 
• LOO provides ample 

diagnostics giving you 
confidence in results

Aki Vehtari,  
Aalto University

Danielle Navarro,  
U. New South Wales



Our second model: Add “change” based on 
problem dimension

turing (Julia)



Results are similar for model 1 and 2:



Model comparison: Model 2 is preferred



But we can also check different Dim ranges

adaptive_de and generating_set seems worse for high-dimensional problems but note variance is higher so need more data



Or check pairs of algs for different Dims

generating_set seems relatively better for high-dimensional problems



Include more runs => variance (std) decreases

But not much variance reduction => more detailed models might pay off, more data not likely needed 
(Of course more data gives more “true” means etc, point is that variance is high in actual data so more data unlikely to reduce it 



Part 3: Now what!? 
Bigger picture  

of Bayesian Data Analysis in SE?



Practical significance: what it really means?

• Posterior distribution includes the uncertainty 
• Simulate from posterior and answer practical questions of domain 
• For Language to project effort models: 
• Which language should we choose in this new project? 
• Is it cost-effective to switch language given the project costs we have? 

• Typically need to add cost-related information 
• But engineers/practitioners often good at “ballpark” estimates



arxiv.org/pdf/1809.09849.pdf

Simulations + Estimated costs =>  
Practical implications & 
significance



Building SE chains of evidence

Study 1 
Workflow

posteriorprior

Study 2 
Workflow

posterior2prior2

prior3



Links

• https://github.com/robertfeldt/robertfeldt.github.io/blob/master/
research/bayesian_se/index.md 
• https://github.com/robertfeldt/robertfeldt.github.io/blob/master/

research/bayesian_se/replication_packages_by_model_type.md 
• https://github.com/torkar/icse_tutorial (try it yourself) 
• http://tiny.cc/bayes-icse21 for more polished videos of what we’ve 

talked about!

https://github.com/robertfeldt/robertfeldt.github.io/blob/master/research/bayesian_se/index.md
https://github.com/robertfeldt/robertfeldt.github.io/blob/master/research/bayesian_se/index.md
https://github.com/robertfeldt/robertfeldt.github.io/blob/master/research/bayesian_se/replication_packages_by_model_type.md
https://github.com/robertfeldt/robertfeldt.github.io/blob/master/research/bayesian_se/replication_packages_by_model_type.md
https://github.com/torkar/icse_tutorial
http://tiny.cc/bayes-icse21


Do you want to know more?

• McElreath, R. (2020). Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan, 2nd 
Edition, CRC Press 

• Jaynes, E. (2003). Probability Theory: The Logic of Science (G. Bretthorst, Ed.). Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press 

• Navarro, D. J. (2019). Between the devil and the deep blue sea: Tensions between scientific 
judgement and statistical model selection. Computational Brain and Behavior, 2:28–34 

• Frank, S. A. (2009), The common patterns of nature. Journal of Evolutionary Biology, 22:1563–1585 
• https://mc-stan.org (Stan is state of practice concerning HMC sampling) 
• https://mc-stan.org/users/interfaces/brms (lme4 syntax for models) 
• https://mc-stan.org/bayesplot/ (plots galore for Bayesian MLMs) 
• https://mc-stan.org/users/interfaces/loo (model comparison) 
• https://turing.ml/ (model design in Julia, very flexible and powerful but less mature than stan/R)

https://mc-stan.org/
https://mc-stan.org/users/interfaces/brms
https://mc-stan.org/bayesplot/
https://mc-stan.org/users/interfaces/loo
https://turing.ml/
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